
Clean and clear  
deep-down with Virax  
high pressure solutions!

The professional duo for High Pressure pipe clearing and cleaning.



A grease or sand plug?  
A muddy site? 
A blocked gutter? 
Frontage to renovate? 
A terrace turned green by moss?

Use Virax 
High Pressure!
Standard equipement: 
A professional quality assembly:

-  Industrial monophase asynchronous  
electric motors for semi-intensive  
or intensive use.

-  Automatic shut off function to preserve  
the motor and reduce electricity consumption.

-  Non-deforming, shock-resistant PE injected  
hood.

-  Large diameter moulded hub wheels to   
cross any obstacle.

-  Vertical or semi-vertical design to save  
space and increase mobility. 

Pipe cleaning function: 
 -  3 retro-jet nozzle: simply guide  

the hose which moves forward thanks to the pres-
sure.

 
High pressure cleaning function: 

-  Rotating connector gun: anti-twist.
-  Rotating nozzle lance: cleaning power  

doubled.

Standard 2-year warranty:
-  3 years for the cleaner pump  

ref. 293280, i.e. 1 extra year.

Quickly clean your sites, 
frontage and vehicle using the low pressure / 
high pressure lances.

  Pro HP Cleaner-Clearer   HP Pipe Cleaner 

1 Strip the toughest  surfaces 
deep down thanks to the rotating  
nozzle lance.

  Pro HP Cleaner-Clearer   HP Pipe Cleaner 

2        
   

Mobile and complete for 
semi-intensive use

Pro HP CleAner- 
CleArer Ref. 293230

-  2800 rpm motor for semi-intensive use.
-  Brass axial pump and stainless steel pistons for  

maximum endurance.
-  2 removable 1.5l. detergent tanks  

that can be controlled separately.
-  20 m pipe cleaning hose (12 m).
-  Sheathed HP/LP multi-jet lance.
-  1 pro HP hose on roller,  

with folding handle and brake.
-  Accessory storage area.
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Strip the toughest  surfaces 
deep down thanks to the rotating  
nozzle lance.

  Pro HP Cleaner-Clearer   HP Pipe Cleaner 

Clean blocked pipes 
effectively with the 3 retro-jet  
nozzle.

  Pro HP Cleaner-Clearer   HP Pipe Cleaner 

3 Get into any spot thanks  
to the 20 m or 40 m pipe  
cleaning hose.

  Pro HP Cleaner-Clearer   HP Pipe Cleaner 

4
   

Hard-wearing and high  
performing, for intensive use

HP PiPe CleAner Ref.293280

-  1400 rpm low speed motor for semi-intensive use.
-  Ceramic tie-rod and piston radial pump  

for greater longevity.
-  1 large capacity detergent tank (7.5 L).
-  40 m pipe cleaning hose on roller.
-  2 channel HP/LP lance with pressure adjustment.
-  2 pro HP hoses (10 m + 15 m) and a safety  

pedal. 
-  Aluminium cradle frame.

Pressure: 150 bars
Rate: 600 l/h
Power: 3 kW

Pressure: 150 bars
Rate: 660 l/h
Power: 3.2 kW
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Characteristics

Description Pression Rate Motor HP hose Pipe clean-
ing hose

Continuous 
usage
 time 

per day

Réf.

Pro HP Cleaner-Clearer 150 bar 600 l/h 2800 rpm 12 m 20 m 1h30 293230

HP Pipe cleaner 150 bar 660 l/h 1400 rpm 10 m + 15 m 40 m 4h00 293280
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www.virax.com
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International Customer Service - Tel.: +33 (0)3 26 59 56 97
Fax: +33 (0)3 26 59 56 70 - export@virax.com

www.virax.com

Both products are delivered as standard with:
1 rotating connector gun, 1 High Pressure / Low Pressure lance, 1 rotating nozzle lance, 1 3 retro-jet nozzle.
The HP Pipe cleaner Ref. 293280 also has a safety pedal.

Accessories

* Only operates with the telescopic lance Ref. 293233.

Description Function For Ref. 
293230

For Ref. 
293280 Réf.

Telescopic lance Frontage cleaning up to 5 m X X 293233

Harness for telescopic lance Lance hold assistance X X 293234

Gutter elbow lance* Gutter cleaning X X 293235

Suction filter screen Filters water from an external tank (3 m hose) - X 293236

4 1/8” jet nozzle 3 retro-jets + 1 front jet to attack the plug X - 293272

1/8” rotating nozzle Rotating jets for pipes with heavy dirt build up, moss, etc. X - 293273

4 1/4” jet nozzle 3 retro-jets + 1 front jet to attack the plug - X 293277

1/4” rotating nozzle Rotating jets for pipes with heavy dirt build up, moss, etc. - X 293278

Telescopic lance
Harness for 
telescopic lance Gutter elbow lance Suction filter screen 4 jet nozzle

Rotating nozzle


